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Pacific Gas and Electric Company

Apn'I 7, 1997

PG&E Letter DCL-97-061

245 Market Street, Room 836-N9B
San Francisco, CA 94105

illrtlllngi1iklnss
Mail Code N9B
P.O. Box 770000
San Francisco, CA 94177
415/973-0600 Fax 415/973-6567

Lawrence F. Womack
Vice President
Nuclear Technical Services

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Docket No. 50-275, OL-DPR-80
Docket No. 50-323, OL-DPR-82
Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2
Emer enc Core Coolin S stem Automatic Switchover

Dear Commissioners and Staff:

This letter provides the basis for closure of an open item on the Diablo Canyon Power
Plant (DCPP) docket regarding emergency core cooling system (ECCS) manual and
automatic switchover.

As discussed in the Enclosure, previous NRC and PG&E corres'pondence addressed
the issue of manual vs. automatic ECCS switchover at DCPP. As noted in the
correspondence, in 1980 the NRC accepted manual switchover of the ECCS, but
requested PG&E to more fullyautomate the switchover. PG&E responded that further
information relative to design and safety implications would be required before such a
change could be implemented and requested a meeting with the NRC on the subject.
However, there was no further formally docketed correspondence between PG&E and
the NRC relative to this issue, nor was any meeting held to discuss the matter. As a
result of issues raised in NRC Inspection Reports 96-21, dated December 4, 1996, and
96-24, dated February 26, 1997, and during discussions with the Region IV
Administrator at a meeting on December 18, 1996, PG&E believes that a resolution of
manual vs. automatic switchover should be formally documented.

's

noted in the Enclosure, PG8E has concluded that manual action is an acceptable
method for performing the switchover sequence. Accordingly, PG&E believes that the
open item regarding automatic switchover should be formally closed by the NRC on the
docket.

Sine ely,

Lawrence F. Womack

cc: Steven D. Bloom
Ellis W. Merschoff
Kenneth E. Perkins
Michael D. Tschiltz
Diablo Distribution

9704i60088 'F70407
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PG&E Letter DCL-97-061

ENCLOSURE

This letter provides an update on the matter of emergency core cooling system (ECCS)
manual and automatic switchover for Diablo Canyon Power Plant (DCPP) and the basis
for what PGRE believes to be satisfactory resolution of this docket item.

As discussed below, previous NRC and PGRE correspondence addressed the issue of
manual vs. automatic ECCS switchover at DCPP. As noted in the correspondence, the
NRC accepted manual switchover of the ECCS, but requested PGRE to more fully
automate the switchover. PGSE responded to the NRC that further information relative
to design and safety implications would be required before such a change could be
implemented and requested a meeting with the NRC on the subject. PG8 E did follow
up with a phone call to the NRC, but there was no further formally docketed
correspondence between PGKE and the NRC relative to this issue, nor was any
meeting held to discuss the matter. As a result of issues raised in NRC Inspection
Reports 96-21, dated December 4, 1996, and 96-24, dated February 26, 1997, and
during discussions with the Region IVAdministrator at a meeting on December 18,
1996, PGB E believes that a resolution of manual vs. automatic switchover should be
formally documented.

Discussion

Revision 0 of NUREG-0675, the NRC Safety Evaluation Report (SER) for the DCPP
operating licenses, dated October 16, 1974, provided the NRC's initial review of ECCS
switchover at DCPP. Switchover of the ECCS is the change of the injection water
source during post-LOCA conditions from the refueling water storage tank (RWST) to
the containment sump. An NRC letter to PGRE, "Request for Additional Information in
Regard to Diablo Canyon, Units 1 and 2," dated May 7, 1980, states:

"We have rereviewed the manual switchover approved in the Diablo Canyon
SER dated October 16, 1974 in connection with NPSH [net positive suction
head] and RWST topics and find that the manual procedure with supplemental
automatic RHR pump trip continues to be acceptable based on analyses of time
available for operator response. However, our position is that the switchover to
the recirculation mode be more fullyautomated during the longer term to reduce
the operator manual actions needed subsequent to a loss-of-coolant accident."

The May 7, 1980, NRC letter also required that PG8 E submit a proposed conceptual
design identifying each change and committing to a schedule for submittal of a final
design package for staff review within 120 days of receipt of the letter. The NRC
Supplement No. 9 to the SER, dated June 1980, reiterated the acceptance of manual
switchover with eventual addition of a more fullyautomatic switchover. (It should be
noted that the combination of manual ECCS switchover, with automatic RHR pump trip,
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PG&E Letter DCL-97-061

has been defined as semi-automatic switchover in other industry documents. For the
sake of clarity with previous PG&E and NRC correspondence, PG&E will continue to
refer to this configuration as manual switchover.)

PG&E responded by letter to the NRC on May 28, 1980, stating that PG&E did "...not
have sufficient information to conclude that such a change is either necessary or
desirable." PG&E observed that the safety implications of such a change must be
evaluated before a conclusion could be reached concerning the advisability of more
fully automating the switchover and before any conceptual design could be completed.
PG&E therefore requested a meeting with the NRC to review and discuss the issue.
This letter was, in part, in response to industry concerns at the time regarding the
possibility of full or partial spurious actuation of the automatic switchover feature.

No further docketed correspondence occurred between PG&E and the NRC on the
topic of manual or automatic switchover. Discussion in December 1996 with the 1980-
timeframe PG&E Project Engineer indicates that he did followup with a phone call to
the NRC, but that no final decision was evidently formally concluded, and that PG&E
considered the matter resolved on the basis of the May 28, 1980, letter and the
subsequent follow-up phone call. Subsequent PG&E documents used to track open
licensing issues did not list ECCS switchover as an open item. However, as a result of
issues raised in NRC Inspection Reports 96-21, dated December 4, 1996, and 96-24,
dated February 26, 1997, and discussions with the Region IVAdministrator at a
meeting on December 18, 1996, PG&E believes that the resolution of manual vs.
automatic switchover should be formally documented.

Although there was no further correspondence between PG&E and the NRC regarding
switchover, the NRC did initiate a subsequent generic evaluation of the switchover
issue. Following the May and June 1980 NRC and PG&E correspondence, the NRC
issued a letter on June 30, 1980, to the Department of Energy to evaluate the relative
merits of automatic versus manual ECCS switchover. Further NRC correspondence on
this topic was generated in 1981 as a result of several events at Davis-Besse, and in
1981 the NRC initiated Generic Issue (Gl) 24, "Automatic Emergency Core Cooling
System Switch to Recirculation."

Revision 0 to NUREG-0933, "A Prioritization of Generic Safety Issues," dated
November 30, 1983, discusses Gl 24 and notes that the issue was scheduled for
prioritization. Revision 1 to NUREG-0933, dated December 31, 1991, noted that Gl 24
had been given a medium priority ranking. Revision 2 to NUREG-0933, dated June 30,
1995, provided an update, but noted that the issue was still under review.

Revision 3, to NUREG-0933, dated December 31, 1995, documented a full resolution
of Gl 24, and stated:

"Installing automatic or semi-automatic systems reduces human error. However,
the estimated risk reduction from installing actuation systems that are less prone
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PG&E Letter DCL-97-061

to human error was offset somewhat by an increased risk due to spurious
actuations."

"An evaluation of the PRAs for four PWRs indicated that the conversion from
manual to semi-automatic ECCS switchover to recirculation would produce a
small reduction in CDF [core damage frequency]. However, the regulatory
analysis, published in NUREG/CR-6432, indicated that this solution was not
justified on a cost/benefit basis. Consideration of a license renewal period of
20 years did not affect this conclusion. Thus, the issue was resolved with no
new requirements."

Conclusion

NUREG/CR-6432 concluded on a generic basis that conversion of the ECCS
switchover to recirculation from manual to semi-automatic or fully automatic was not
justified. PG8 E has reviewed NUREG/CR-6432 and has concluded that the basis for
the NRC's conclusion is applicable to DCPP and that conversion to a semi-automatic
switchover at DCPP is not warranted.

PG8 E has also recently revised the procedure and analysis of the switchover and
concluded that sufficient time is provided by the volume in the RWST to support
completion of the manual switchover. Supplement No. 9 to the SER noted that the
volume available and volume required for switchover (with an assumed single failure)
were approximately 103,000 and 70,500 gallons, respectively. PG&E has
conservatively defined the required volumetric margin as the difference between these
two values, or 32,500 gallons. Based on current procedures and analysis, the volume
available and volume required for switchover are approximately 120,650 and 83,200,
respectively. Therefore, PG8E concludes that sufficient volume is available to ensure
the successful completion of manual switchover to cold leg recirculation.

Additionally, since ECCS switchover can be completed within approximately
10 minutes, which is consistent with timing noted in the FSAR Update, and since the
ECCS switchover time assures that core cooling flow is not interrupted at any point in
the transition to cold leg recirculation, PG&E concludes that manual switchover is
acceptable. As a result of the reanalysis of the switchover process, PG&E has
prepared revisions to the affected pages of the FSAR Update; these proposed
revisions have been reviewed in accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59 and
have been reviewed and approved by the Plant Staff Review Committee. The relevant
pages have been attached to this letter in the event the NRC should find them of use.
This information has been incorporated into Revision 11A of the FSAR Update, which
is scheduled for submittal to the NRC in April 1997.

It should be noted that, as a part of the above evaluations, PG&E determined that the
design-basis volumetric margin may not have been met for all periods of past
operation. Consequently, PG&E made a report to the NRC in accordance with
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10 CFR 50.72 on February 26, 1997, and submitted Licensee Event Report 1-97-002
on March 28, 1997 (PG&E Letter DCL-97-049).

Therefore, on the basis of the NRC generic resolution of automatic ECCS switchover to
recirculation in NUREG-0933, which documented the continued acceptability of manual
action, and the DCPP-specific evaluations as noted above, PGRE concludes that
manual ECCS switchover is an acceptable method for performing the switchover
sequence and that the open item regarding automatic switchover should be formally
closed by the NRC.
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DCPP UNITS 1 &2 FSAR UPDATE

'
(3) Aligns the charging pumps for injection by:

r

5jjppp.
(a) Closing the valves in the charging pump discharge line to the normal charging

line

(b) Opening the valves in the charging pumps suction line from the RWST

(c) Closing the valves in the charging pump normal suction line from the volume

control tank

(d) Opening the charging injection inlet and outlet line isolation valves

The injection mode continues until the low level is reached in the RWST, at which time the

RHR pumps are automatically tripped. The operator manually then changes system alignment

to the recirculation mode. The remaining water in the RWST provides a reserve to be used by
the containment spray pumps to ensure that enough sodium hydroxide has been added to the

containment, utilizing the spray additive system (SAS), to maintain the pH of the recirculation

fluid greater than 8.0. Three channels of RWST instrumentation are used, providing three

independent and redundant RWST level indications that are displayed in the control room, to

inform the operator of the water level in the tank at all times. Any two of these three channels

willactuate the low-level alarm a'nd willautomatically trip the RHR pumps on low RWST

level. After the changeover is begun, the rate of possible demand on the tank is reduced,

providing increasing periods of operation for the pumps still drawing water from the tank, and

giving further assurance that water will remain in the tank after the completion of the

changeover.

6.3.1.4.4.2 Changeover from Injection Mode to Recirculation After Loss of Primary
Coolant

Water level indication and alarms on the RWST and in the containment sump provide ample

warning to terminate the injection mode while the operating pumps still have adequate NPSH.
Since the injection mode of operation following a LOCA is terminated before the RWST is

completely emptied, all pipes are kept filled with water before recirculation is initiated.

Following receipt of the RWST low-level alarm and automatic tripping of the RHR pumps, the

remainder of the changeover sequence from injection mode to recirculation mode is

accomplished manually by the operator from the control room (except for restoring power to

the RWST supply valves to the RHR and the safety injection pumps). The same sequence (as

delineated in Table 6.3-5) is followed regardless of which power supply is available (offsite or
emergency onsite). Controls for ECCS components are grouped together on the main control
board. The component position lights verify when the function of a given switch has been

completed. The total required switchover time for the changeover from injection to
recirculation is approximately 10 minutes, as shown in Table 6.3-5. The postulated single

failure during the changeover sequence is the failure of an RHR pump to trip on low RWST

level. The operator action requires approximately 5 minutes to locally open the breaker for an

6.3-4
Revision 11A April 1997
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DCPP UNITS 1 &2 FSAR UPDATE

RHR pump motor. The operator action is performed concurrently with the changeover

sequence and there is no increase in the total time for the changeover. The changeover

sequence can be completed, with the single failure, and the remaining useable RWST volume

exceeds the licensing basis of 32,500 gallons.

. OAu
6.3.1.4.4.3 Recirculation Mode After Loss of Primary Coolant

'fter

the injection operation, water collected in the containment sump is cooled and returned

to the RCS by the low-head/high-head recirculation flowpath. The RCS can be supplied

simultaneously from the RHR pumps and from a portion of the discharge from the residual

. heat exchanger that is directed to the charging pumps and safety injection pumps that return

the water to the RCS. The latter mode of operation ensures flow in the event of a small

rupture where the depressurization proceeds more slowly, so that the RCS pressure is still in

excess of the shutoff head of the RHR pumps at the onset of recirculation. Approximately
10-1/2 hours after LOCA inception, hot leg recirculation willbe initiated to ensure

termination of boiling and prevent boric acid crystallization. Some cold leg recirculation

would be maintained after hot leg recirculation is initiated.

The RWST is protected from back flow of reactor coolant from the RCS. Allconnections to

the RWST are provided with check valves to prevent back flow. During normal plant

operation, when the RCS is hot and pressurized, there is no direct connection between the

RWST and the RCS. Also during normal plant shutdown, when the RCS is being cooled

down and the RHR system begins to operate, the RHR system is isolated from the RWST by a

motor-operated valve in addition to a check valve..
I
I

Redundancy in the external recirculation loop is provided by duplicate centrifugal charging,

safety injection, and RHR pumps and heat exchangers. Inside the containment, the high-

pressure injection system is divided into two separate flow trains. For cold leg recirculation,
the charging pumps deliver to all four cold legs and the safety injection and RHR pumps
deliver also to all four cold legs by separate flowpaths. For hot leg recirculation, each safety

injection pump delivers through separate paths to two hot legs, while the RHR pumps deliver
to two of the four hot legs.

The sump isolation valves are located in small steel-lined pressure-tight compartments. This
arrangement contains any leakage from an isolation valve stem or bonnet.

6.3.1.4.4.4 Operation After Steam Line Rupture

Following a steam line rupture, the ECCS is automatically actuated to deliver borated water
from the RWST to the RCS. The response of the ECCS following a steam line break is

identical to its response during the injection mode of operation following a LOCA. The safety

injection signal initiates identical actions as described for the injection mode of the LOCA,
even though not all of these actions are required following a steam line rupture; e.g., the RHR

pumps are not required since the RCS pressure will remain above the pump shutoff head.

6.3-5
Revision 11A April 1997
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DCPP UNITS 1 &2 FSAR UPDATE

TABLE6.3-5

SAFETY INJECTION TO RECIRCULATIONMODE'EQUENCE ANDTIMINGOF MANUALCHANGEOVER

Sheet I of5

Action

VERIFY - Safety injection signal reset

LOCA

Safety injection signal-all
RHR, SI and charging
pumps in operation

Spray initiation

RWST low level alarm
and RHR pumps trip;
initiate recirculation
changeover-

Item

Actuation
Time
sec

Time for
Operation

10

Total
Elapsed Time

0:20

0:40

14:26

1436

VERIFY - Containment isolation Phase A
and Phase B reset

VERIFY - RHR pumps stopped

CHECK - Both ASW pumps running

VERIFY - CCW heat exchanger saltwater
inlet valves open

VERIFY - CCW heat exchanger CCW
outlet valves open

FCV402(603) (Note 3) 5

FCV430(431) (Note 3) 5

10

10

10

14:46

14:51

14:56

15:06

15:16

Revision 11A April 1997
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Action

STOP - Reciprocating charging pump

Dispatch Operators to locally close
breakers for 8976 and 8980

DCPP UNITS l &. 2 FSAR UPDATE

TABLE6.3-5

Item

52-1H/2H-20
52-1F/2F-31

Actuation
Time
sec

Time for
Operation

10

20

Sheet 2 of5

Total
Elapsed Timet

15:26

15:46

CLOSE - RHR crosstie
isolation valves

CLOSE - RHR pump suction valves
from RWST

OPEN - RHR P2 suction from pump

OPEN - Component cooling water
to RHR heat exchanger 2

CHECK - recirculation sump level >

92.5'TART

- RHR-P2

CHECK - Flow to vessel

CLOSE - SI pump miniflow
block valves

OPEN - SI pump suction from RHR-HX2

VERIFY- SI pumps running

CLOSE - CCP recirculation valves

Dogp~PY

8716A
8716B

8700A
8700B

8982B

FCV-364

LI-940
LI-941

RHR-P2

FI-971A
FI-971B

8974A
8974B

8804B

8105
8106

20
20

120
120

10

10

10

20

10
10

30

130

15

10

10

20

16:16

- 18:26

18:56

19:11

19:21

19:26,

19:36

19:56

20:21

20:26

20:46

Revision 11A April 1997
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Action

DCPP UNITS 1 &2 FSAR UPDATE

TABLE6.3-5

Item

Actuation
Time
sec

Time for
Operation

sec

Sheet 3 of5

Total
Elapsed Time

min

OPEN - Cross-connect line from SI
pump 1 to charging pumps

VERIFY - CCPs running

THROTTLE - RHR heat exchanger
Outlet to control flow

VERIFY - RHR Pl suction from
RWST closed

OPEN - RHR-Pl suction from pump

OPEN - Component cooling water

CHECK - RHR pump 2 running

CHECK - Two ASW/CCW heat exchangers
in service

START - RHR-P 1

CHECK - Flow to vessel

OPEN - SI pumps suction from RHR-HX1

Check fiow (increase)

THROTTLE - RHR heat exchanger
outlet to control flow

Changeover of a single
train complete at 21:16

Alternate actions for
single HX operation

Changeover ofboth
trains complete at 23:16

Check charging pump and
safety injection pump flow

8807A
8807B

HCV437

8700A

8982A

FCV-365

RHR P2

ASW HXs

RHR-P1

FI-970A
FI-970B

8804A

HCV438

20
20

10

'0

30

15

30

15

10

10

15

21:16

21:21

21:36

21:41

22:11

22:26

22:31

22:36

22:41

22:51

23:16

23:26

23:46

Revtston 11A Aprti 1997
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DCPP UNITS 1 Ec 2 FSAR UPDATE

TABLE6.3-5 Sheet 4 of5

Action Item

Actuation
Time

Time for
Operation

sec

Total
Elapsed TimeI

CLOSE - Charging pump suction RWST
isolation

CLOSE - SI pump suction RWST isolation

CLOSE - RHR pump suction from RWST

CHECK - RWST level less than 4%

RESET - Containment spray

STOP - CS pumps (CS) 1 &2

CLOSE - CS pump discharge to
spray header valves

VERIFY- Both RHR trains in service

CLOSE - RCS from RHR-Pl

OPEN - RHR-Pl to spray header

Receive RWST low-low
level alarm

System in recirculation
mode

Cold leg injection
terminated

Recirculation sump to
spray header

8805A
8805B

8976

8980

LI-920
LI-921
LI-922

CS-Pl
CS-P2

9001A
9001B

8809A

9003A

20

10

10

20

15

21

15

10

20

20

24:07

24:32

30:29

30:54

30:59

31:19

31 24

31'49

32:09

Revision 11A April 1997
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DCPP UNITS 1 &2 FSAR UPDATE

TABLE6.3-5 Sheet5of5

Notes to Table 6.3-5

l. Actuation Time:.The estimated actuation time for a component to complete its function. For valves, this is the maximum expected stroke time. In some
cases, where the component is already expected to be in the desired position, no actuation time is added.

2. Time for Operation: The actuation time plus the estimated operator action, ifapplicable.

3. These valves should already be in the desired position. However, ifthey are not, the analysis assumes they are stroked concurrently while the crew continues
in the procedure, since subsequent checks of ASW/CCW alignment are made at decision points further on in the procedure.

The followingassumptions were used in preparing this table:

1. Double<nded reactor coolant pump suction LOCA.

2. Maximum safety features implemented:

a. Pumps at fiow limited by pipe friction

6550 gpm total during injection, assuming 20 psig in containment
6800 gpm total during changeover, assuming 0 psig in containment

b. 2.Containment spray pumps:

$ %fl

3. Refueling water storage tank.
Ivy.

a. Maximum outfiow: 15,650 gpm based on 2a and 2b during injection
8,600 gpm based on 2a and 2b during changeover, no single failure

I
b. Volume available, 344,000 gal.

4
) I ~

c. Low-level alarm volume, 120,650 gal.

d. Low-low level alarm volume, 0 gal.

2 RHR pumps: 7300 gpm total during injection
.I RHR pump: 4600 gpm for 5 minutes during changeover, when assuming a single failure of one RHR pump to trip on low RWST level.
) SI pumps, 900 gpm total
2 Charging pumps, 900 gpm total
'C ~
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